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ABSTRACT

All chromosomes must be completely replicated
prior to cell division, a requirement that demands
the activation of a sufficient number of appropriately
distributed DNA replication origins. Here we inves-
tigate how the activity of multiple origins on
each chromosome is coordinated to ensure suc-
cessful replication. We present a stochastic model
for whole chromosome replication where the
dynamics are based upon the parameters of individ-
ual origins. Using this model we demonstrate that
mean replication time at any given chromosome
position is determined collectively by the param-
eters of all origins. Combining parameter estimation
with extensive simulations we show that there is a
range of model parameters consistent with mean
replication data, emphasising the need for caution
in interpreting such data. In contrast, the replicated-
fraction at time points through S phase contains
more information than mean replication time data
and allowed us to use our model to uniquely
estimate many origin parameters. These estimated
parameters enable us to make a number of predic-
tions that showed agreement with independent
experimental data, confirming that our model has
predictive power. In summary, we demonstrate
that a stochastic model can recapitulate experimen-
tal observations, including those that might be inter-
preted as deterministic such as ordered origin
activation times.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate and complete replication of the genome is crucial
for life. All chromosomes in eukaryotic cells must be
replicated exactly once and then segregated to daughter
cells to ensure genetic integrity. Mistakes in chromosome

inheritance play a major role in human diseases such as
cancers and congenital disorders. During S phase, replica-
tion of eukaryotic genomes is initiated at multiple discrete
chromosomal sites called replication origins. The yeast
genome contains hundreds of origins (1) and metazoan
genomes contain thousands (2).
Completion of genome replication prior to cell division

requires the activation of a sufficient number of appropri-
ately distributed origins. Not all origins are activated
during a cell cycle. The presence of dormant origins that
are passively replicated by forks from a neighbouring
origin may provide a means to overcome replication im-
pediments (3,4). Therefore, it is necessary to investigate
how the activity of multiple origins on each chromosome
is coordinated to ensure successful replication.
Regulation of DNA replication is divided into two tem-

porally distinct stages: the establishment of activation-
competent origins and their subsequent activation. When
cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) activity is low (late
mitosis and G1 phase) origin competence is established
in a step called ‘licensing’. Licensing involves assembly
of a series of proteins (Orc1-6, Cdc6, Cdt1 and Mcm2-7)
at the origin to form the pre-replication complex
(pre-RC). Pre-RC assembly marks origins as competent
for initiation. Increasing CDK activity, as cells pass
from G1 to S phase, inhibits further pre-RC assembly,
thus ensuring only one round of DNA replication per
cell cycle. In S phase the activity of two kinases, S phase
CDK and Cdc7, initiates DNA replication. Upon origin
activation, departure of the elongating replication forks,
including Mcm2-7, results in origin inactivation. In
addition, if a fork initiated at a neighbouring origin ‘pas-
sively’ replicates an origin, the licensing factors are
displaced and the origin is inactivated (5–7).
Eukaryotic replication origins are best understood in

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where specific origin sequences
have been isolated (8). Every origin contains an essential
sequence element (called the ACS) that is the binding site
for Orc1-6 (9,10). A variety of complementary approaches
have mapped budding yeast origins genome-wide.
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We used phylogenetic foot-printing to identify ACS sites
(11), while others have used microarrays to determine Orc-
(12) and Mcm-binding sites (13). A third method has
involved identifying origins as the earliest replicating
sites (14–16). These studies provide a platform for under-
standing chromosome and genome replication.
S. cerevisiae is frequently used as a paradigm for

investigating eukaryotic cellular processes and for
mathematical modelling of biological pathways (17). Our
understanding of S. cerevisiae DNA replication has
advanced to the point where we can define the parameters
that underpin the entire replication system. Values are
known for many of these parameters. Measurements
have also been made of replication system outputs;
including the mean time during S phase at which each
region of the genome replicates (15,16). S. cerevisiae is
therefore an ideal organism in which to formulate and
validate a mathematical model of chromosome replica-
tion. Such a model should allow quantitative predictions
about chromosome replication, including the times and
efficiencies of origin activation. Despite this wealth of
data there have been few attempts to mathematically
model S. cerevisiae chromosome replication (18,19).
Previous mathematical models of eukaryotic chromosome
replication have focussed on understanding how origin
distribution ensures complete chromosome replication—
the ‘random completion problem’ (20–24). S. cerevisiae
replication origins have well-defined chromosomal loca-
tions effectively removing the random completion
problem. This might be a consequence of the fact that
S. cerevisiae has several small chromosomes (four chromo-
somes <500 kb) that could be lost if there were large
random regions with no origins.
The complexity of chromosome replication makes a

mathematical model important to aid understanding of
the intricate dynamics. Approaches based purely upon
qualitative reasoning cannot determine how measured
quantities, such as replication times, relate to the funda-
mental parameters of the system, such as the origin pos-
itions and competences. Here we present a stochastic
model for whole chromosome replication, which we
implement in the form of numerical algorithms and
explore through computer simulations. We estimate
origin parameters from experimental replication time
course data. Using these estimated parameters we make
a series of testable predictions, including the efficiency
of origin usage, and show that these predictions
agree with independent experimental data, thus validating
our model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Stochastic simulation of chromosome replication

We use a Monte Carlo simulation method to generate
outputs such as replication timing (Trep) curves and
origin efficiencies from the model. Making the assumption
that different chromosomes replicate independently, our
numerical procedures focus on a single chromosome. A
virtual population of N chromosomes is first generated,
with each member having origin activation times taken

from a Gaussian probability distribution with the given
mean (Ti) and variance (�i) of each origin; typical values
of N used in our simulations varied from 2000 to
1 000 000. Origins may fail in each chromosome in the
population with a probability 1 – pi (where pi is their com-
petence), in which case they are inactive on the corres-
ponding chromosomes. Then the replication time of a
given position in the chromosome for a particular
member of the population is found by evaluating the
minimum of the quantities �i= ti+|x – xi|/v, where the
index i runs over all activating origins on that chromo-
some. Here, x is the position the replication time is
calculated for; xi is the position of the ith origin; ti is the
activation time of that origin in this particular chromo-
some; and v is the fork velocity. �i is the time it would take
for a fork originated at origin i to reach position x. Taking
the minimum value of �i results in chromosome position
(x) being replicated by the first fork to arrive. This pro-
cedure efficiently gives the replication time of a single ‘cell’
in our virtual population; repeating this for each of the N
members of the population yields an ensemble of results
from which population averages can be taken to obtain
data such as Trep curves, which can be compared directly
with experimental data.

Origin efficiency for a given origin i is calculated using
the same procedure described above, with x being xi, the
position of the origin itself; and keeping track in each
member of the virtual population of whether the
position x=xi was replicated by the ith origin, or by
another origin. After this is done for the whole popula-
tion, we count the number ni of cells in which the ith origin
was replicated by forks initiated at other origins, and the
efficiency E is given by E=1– ni/N. The simulation
scheme explained above was implemented as a collection
of C programs and a library (available upon request).

Sensitivity analysis

The robustness of our model’s predictions was ascertained
by performing simple sampling sensitivity analysis. We
estimated the sensitivity of important model outputs (pre-
dicted origin efficiencies) to small random variations of the
model’s parameters. Small changes in the parameters lead
only to small variations in the predictions. For example,
restricting the parameters to be chosen in a window of
±5% around the values of the base parameter set
(Supplementary Table S1, row 10), we found that on
average the predicted origin efficiencies vary within a
window of �4% of their original values; the largest vari-
ation in predicted origin efficiency that we observed was
only 16%. This confirms that the model is robust against
small parameter perturbations, and that no ‘fine-tuning’ of
parameters takes place.

Parameter estimation

After testing various parameter estimation methods, we
found that genetic algorithms were the most effective for
our system. The fitness (or score) of a given parameter set
is defined by the sum of the square of differences between
experimental and simulated data (Trep profiles or
unsmoothed replicated fractions at different time points).
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This means that a simulation must be run every time the
fitness needs to be evaluated by the genetic algorithm.
Simulated data used a population (N) of 2000. We used
a version of the genetic algorithm that replaced 20% of the
parameter sets in each generation, using tournament selec-
tion, with a crossing-over probability of 80%. For each
generation of the Genetic Algorithm 200 parameter sets
were evaluated. We allowed each run of the genetic algo-
rithm to continue until either the number of generations
hit a prescribed maximum of 1000, or the score showed
no improvement over the past 100 generations. We used
the existing open-source implementation PGAPack
(http://ftp.mcs.anl.gov/pub/pgapack/).

RESULTS

The model

The main factors determining the dynamics of chromo-
some replication are the properties of the replication
origins (Figure 1). To develop a generic model that can
be applied to a range of experimental systems and organ-
isms we have defined four origin parameters, which
describe each origin i in a given chromosome:

. chromosomal position xi

. competence pi : the fraction of cells in which an origin
is biochemically competent to activate in S phase

. mean activation time Ti during S phase

. the width of the activation time probability distribu-
tion �i.

A final system parameter is the replication fork velocity v.
This model includes two stochastic components that give
rise to differences between cells: origin competence and the
distribution of origin activation times. Consistent with
this, a recent single molecule study of S. cerevisiae
chromosome VI replication indicates that there is signifi-
cant stochasticity in replication origin activation (25).
Differences in origin competence could result from
origins assembling pre-RCs with differing proficiency
(26–28). Although origins are reported to have character-
istic activation times, these represent the mean of a distri-
bution due to the stochastic nature of biological systems.
The interplay between the above parameters determines
which origins will be used in a particular cell cycle and
therefore the fraction of cells in which any given origin is
active, that is the origin efficiency (Supplementary Data 1
and Supplementary Figure S1).

Simulating the replication of a virtual chromosome

We have numerically implemented our model in the
form of a computer simulator. In these simulations we
have made four assumptions (discussed further in
Supplementary Data 2):

. activation time probability distribution of every origin
is Gaussian;

. constant fork velocity irrespective of the direction and
chromosomal location of the fork;

. perfect cell-cycle synchrony;

. no correlation between the parameters of one origin
and the parameters of other origins.

To test our model we have used a hypothetical 100 kb
virtual chromosome with three origins. All three origins
have identical activation time distributions, but one origin
(ORI3) has a lower competence (Figure 2A). The program
then simulates replication of the virtual chromosome in a
population of cells and predicts a number of system
outputs. These include: replication dynamics of individual
chromosomes within the population; the proportion of
cells in which each origin activates (origin efficiency); the
proportion of replication forks moving in each direction
for every chromosomal coordinate; the proportion of
every chromosomal coordinate that is replicated at
various times through S phase; the distribution of replica-
tion termination events; and the time during S phase at
which the DNA at a given chromosomal coordinate has
been replicated in half the cells (Trep) (Figure 2 and
Supplementary Figure S2). By convention Trep values
are plotted with time running down the y-axis, so that
early replicating sequences appear as peaks and late
replicating sequences as valleys (Figure 2C).
The replication of individual chromosomes within the

population (Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure S2A)
illustrates how all four origin parameters (and the fork
velocity) contribute to varied origin usage and a range

Figure 1. Defining terms.
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of termination sites. The distance between ORI2 and ORI3
(30 kb), the fork velocity (2 kb/min), the difference in mean
activation time (0min) and the width of the activation
time distribution (4min), together result in forks from
one of these origins rarely passively replicating the other
(in <1% of the population). Therefore, the efficiency of
ORI3 closely reflects its competence. In contrast, the close
proximity of ORI1 and ORI2 (15 kb) results in forks from
one origin occasionally passively replicating and therefore
inactivating the other origin (in �7% of the population).
Consequently the efficiency of these origins is lower than
their competence.
Sites of replication termination differ between members

of the population (Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure
S2A and B) as a consequence of each origin’s competence
and the stochasticity in origin activation time. It is import-
ant to note that this observation is based upon our as-
sumption that there is a constant replication fork
velocity. Fork velocity that depends strongly on the
chromosomal coordinate would affect the distribution of

replication termination sites. Similarly, variation in repli-
cation fork velocity between cells would increase the dis-
tribution range of termination sites. A result of variation
in origin usage is that within the population each region of
the chromosome is replicated by both leftward and right-
ward moving forks. The exceptions are those regions
external (telomeric) to all three origins. This factor could
potentially explain why nucleotide skew is only observed
at telomeric sequences in S. cerevisiae (29).

Properties of Trep curves

The Trep output from the simulated replication of this
virtual chromosome is shown in Figure 2C (solid line).
To reproduce the smoothing applied to experimental
datasets (15,16) we have applied a 4 kb smoothing
window (dashed line). Without smoothing, peaks are
sharp, with the gradient of the Trep profile changing
abruptly at the replication origins. Sharp peaks are a con-
sequence of the fact that yeast replication origins have
well-defined positions in the chromosome. In contrast,
the smooth valleys result from the range of termination
sites (see above), which in turn are a consequence of the
stochasticity in activation times. Applying the smoothing
window results in peaks being shifted in the direction of
the shallower gradient (Figure 2C horizontal arrow) and a
reduction in peak heights (vertical arrow), as a conse-
quence of averaging. It is important to note that the
only effect of asynchronous entry in to S phase on Trep

profiles is to shift them vertically; their shapes, including
the gradients are unchanged. We have verified this obser-
vation by analysing the model mathematically and by
direct simulation of asynchronous entry in to the cell
cycle (Supplementary Figure S3). Under these conditions,
the amount of vertical displacement is equal to half the
amount of introduced asynchrony.

Despite the fact that all the origins have the same acti-
vation time, the lower competence of ORI3 results in a
lower peak (dashed arrow), reminiscent of an origin with
a later activation time (15). To investigate this further we
compared Trep curves for virtual chromosomes in which
we varied either the activation time (Figure 3A) or the
competence (Figure 3B). Two independent sets of origin
parameters can result in similar Trep profiles (Figure 3C).
Thus the peak height in a Trep plot is influenced by both
origin activation time and competence. In addition, the
peak height for one origin is affected by the parameters
and proximity of other origins. Therefore peak heights
cannot be directly interpreted as origin activation time
and Trep experimental data alone cannot be used to deter-
mine all the underlying parameters uniquely. The obser-
vation that an experimental dataset does not determine all
parameters uniquely is referred to as the identifiability
problem (30).

We have assumed a constant fork velocity, and the rep-
lication model results in Trep curve gradients that are not
constant (Figure 2)—i.e. the gradient does not equate to
the fork velocity as has been suggested previously (15). In
fact the Trep curve gradient is determined by the propor-
tion of leftward and rightward moving forks at a given
position (data not shown).
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Figure 2. A virtual chromosome replicated by three origins. (A)
Schematic representation of the virtual chromosome indicating the
location of the origins (ORI) and their parameters. (B) Replication
dynamics for example individual chromosomes within the population
(the light to dark gradient indicates the direction of replication forks;
black bars indicate sites of replication initiation and termination; stars
indicate origins that have activated and crosses indicate termination
events; see also Supplementary Figure S2A). (C) Simulated mean Trep

for the virtual chromosome, unsmoothed (solid grey line) and
smoothed (dashed black line). The black arrows indicate how peaks
shift as a consequence of smoothing. The dashed grey arrow highlights
the difference in peak height that results from ORI3 having a lower
competence than the other origins.
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By simulating the replication of a virtual chromosome
we have highlighted some of the complexities of the
chromosome replication system. The biological param-
eters of the replication system cannot be determined
directly from Trep plot data because the shape of these
plots is determined by the complex interplay between the
parameters of many origins. This has led to the mis- or
over-interpretation of Trep plot data, as exemplified above.
Therefore a mathematical model is invaluable for the in-
terpretation of chromosome replication data.

Simulating the replication of a eukaryotic chromosome

We simulated the replication of S. cerevisiae chromosome
VI. The replication of this chromosome has been

systematically analysed by a number of complementary
approaches. The positions of the origins have been
determined by ARS assays, 2D-gels and various micro-
array studies (1). The results from these studies indicate
that the replication of this chromosome is representative
of other (less well studied) S. cerevisiae chromosomes, for
example the origin density on this chromosome
(�6 origins/100 kb) is comparable to the genome average
(�5 origins/100 kb).
For our simulation, we considered nine origin sites

(close pairs of origins are considered as a single origin
site, since they are indistinguishable in microarray
datasets; Table 1) covering �230 kb of chromosome VI;
each of these sites are particularly well studied (31–33) and
this region excludes repetitive and telomeric sequences.
Initially, we make the assumption that origin competence
can be measured as the activity of an origin when it is
isolated from other origins on a plasmid. The
plasmid-based activities of chromosome VI origins have
been experimentally determined (32–34) and are shown in
Table 1. The mean chromosomal activation times for these
origins have also been experimentally determined by
2D-gel analysis at 5min time points through S phase
(33). Although there has been no direct measure of the
width of the activation time distribution (s), timed
2D-gels indicate that this parameter is within the range
of 5–20min (33). Finally, replication fork velocity has
been measured as �1.4 kb/min in cells growing at 23�C
(31).
Based upon these experimentally determined param-

eters (Table 1) we used our model to simulate the replica-
tion of chromosome VI and determine the mean Trep

across the chromosome. Initially, we considered all the
origin activation times to have a probability distribution
width (s) of 7min [consistent with timed 2D-gel
experiments (33)]. The simulated data (Figure 4, black
curve) closely resemble two independent experimental
measurements of mean replication time. However it is im-
portant to note that a range of model parameters are likely
to produce similar curves (see above). Nevertheless, this
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Figure 3. Mean Trep plots illustrating the identifiability problem.
Multiple parameter combinations can give rise to the same Trep

curve. The parameters for ORI1 and ORI2 remain the same throughout
and are as described in Figure 2. (A) The consequence of varying ORI3
activation time (10.0, 11.5 and 13.0min.) on Trep curves is shown (ORI3
competence fixed at 0.9). (B) The consequence of varying ORI3 com-
petence (0.9, 0.8 and 0.7) on Trep curves is shown (ORI3 activation time
fixed at 10min). (C) Plots from (A) and (B) are superimposed to illus-
trate how similar profiles can arise from different parameter sets.

Table 1. Experimentally determined replication origin parameters

Replication origin Position (kb) Plasmid-based
Competence

Average activation
time (min)

ARS601/ARS602a 33 0.93 30
ARS603 69 0.95 25
ARS603.5 119 0.93 15
ARS604 128 0.58 22
ARS605 136 0.88 17.5
ARS606 168 0.92 15
ARS607 199 0.91 10
ARS608 217 0.90 20
ARS608.5/ARS609a 256 0.93 30

S. cerevisiae chromosome VI replication origin coordinates (1), compe-
tences based upon plasmid loss rates (32) and activation times based
upon timed 2D-gels (33) are shown.
aThese pairs of origins are considered to be a single origin site for
modelling purposes because they are too close to be distinguished in
genome-wide microarray datasets.
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result indicates that our model can correctly predict ex-
perimental data and offers a degree of validation for our
model.
Next we examined how the width of origin activation

time distribution (s) influences replication time.
Simulations were repeated using experimentally
determined parameters (as above) but with a range of
values for s (from 0 to 15min), again the same value of
s was used for each origin within each simulation. This
range of values for s did not greatly alter the resulting
replication timing curves (Supplementary Figure S4A).
However, it did alter the proportion of cells in which
each origin activates (the origin efficiency). For example,
the efficiency of ARS607 falls slightly as s increases but
remains at �85% when s=10min. In contrast, ARS608
efficiency falls rapidly and is only �55% when s=10min
(Supplementary Figure S5A). By considering that origins
activate stochastically within a window of time we can
reproduce the observation that individual cells use differ-
ent origin combinations to replicate a chromosome.
Importantly this can be achieved without the necessity
to assume a reduction in origin competence, thereby
leaving dormant origins (e.g. ARS604) that can be
envisaged to complete replication in the case of replicative
stress.
Although stochastic origin activation results in varied

origin usage it is noteworthy that no single value of s
(applied equally to all nine origin sites) results in predicted
origin efficiencies in close agreement to experimental data.
It is likely that each origin has a different value of s, and it

has recently been proposed that this value might increase
in size the later the origin’s mean activation time (35). Our
model allows for s to vary independently of the mean
activation time (T), but to investigate this hypothesis we
made s a function of T (�i= 0.5�Ti). The resulting
simulated replication times (Supplementary Figure S4B)
are again in close agreement with the experimental data.
This variable value of s more closely predicts experimen-
tally determined origin efficiencies than when a single
value is applied to all origins (Supplementary Figure
S5B). However, this simulation still overestimates origin
efficiency for those origins that are rarely used (e.g.
ARS608). Accurate experimental determination of
cell-to-cell variability in origin activation time will be im-
portant for a better understanding of chromosome repli-
cation dynamics and to fully test whether or not s and
T are correlated.

Estimating system parameters from mean
replication timing data

We used global optimization methods to estimate replica-
tion system parameters from experimental mean Trep data
(15). As demonstrated above, multiple combinations of
origin activation time and competence can result in near
identical mean replication timing curves (Figure 3).
Therefore Trep datasets cannot determine all parameters
uniquely. To test our parameter estimation approach on
Trep data we assumed the location of the origins and their
competence (Table 1) and used a version of the genetic
algorithm (see ‘Materials and methods’ section) to
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estimate values for origin activation times, fork velocity
and a single value of s for all origins (a total of 11 par-
ameters). Estimated parameters were scored by the
normalized sum of the squares of the differences between
the simulated Trep curve and the experimental curve.
Parameter estimation was undertaken independently
multiple times and each time the lowest scoring set of
parameter values was retained. The genetic algorithm is
a stochastic parameter estimation method which yields
different results each time it runs; we assess the uncertainty
in the estimation and highlight identifiability issues by
running the algorithm multiple times. Comparison of
these estimated parameters showed that some parameters
are tightly determined by the data (for example the mean
activation time of ARS607), whereas other parameters are
poorly determined (for example the mean activation time
of ARS608; Supplementary Figure S6). Therefore, mean
replication timing data alone is not sufficient to define
many of the parameters.

Estimating system parameters from time course data

Next we estimated replication system parameters from
data that measure the fraction of DNA replicated at
time points through S phase. These data have the potential
to distinguish between different sets of parameters that
result in near identical Trep curves (Supplementary
Figure S7) and may therefore help resolve the problem
of identifiability, yielding tighter bounds on more param-
eters. We used recent experimental determination of the
proportion of chromosome VI sequences that are
replicated at various times during S phase (36) to
estimate the values of all the replication system parameters
for this chromosome using a genetic algorithm. This
approach requires the microarray data and the location
of the replication origins. Therefore, we can now consider
a more extensive region of chromosome VI that includes
ARS600.3/ARS600.4 (as a pair) and ARS610 (remaining
origin sites do not fall within or close to unique sequence
and therefore can not be analysed from microarray data).
The requirement for confirmed origin locations does not
currently allow us to apply this approach to all
S. cerevisiae chromosomes, since to date only �60% of
origin sites have been experimentally confirmed (1).

We assumed origin locations (xi) and estimated a total
of 34 parameters—pi, Ti and �i for each of the 11 origin
sites, plus the replication fork velocity. Parameter estima-
tion was undertaken using a genetic algorithm. An
example of a fit is shown in Figure 5, where the curves
represent the model-predicted percentage of replicated
DNA and the points represent the raw experimental
data. Repeating the parameter estimation multiple times
and comparing the estimated parameters, indicates that
the majority of estimated parameters are well defined by
the data (the parameters from 614 highest scoring fits are
given in Table S1). Our estimated origin activation times
are within 5min of the experimentally determined times
for seven out of nine origins (the exceptions being ARS605
and ARS609). The estimated values for s vary from 3min
(ARS607) to 17min (ARS603, ARS608 and ARS609) and
show a trend towards increased values of s with later

activation time (Supplementary Figure S8). This suggests
that s may be correlated with the mean activation time
(T). Mean replication fork velocity (at 23�C) was
estimated at 1.6 kb/min; this value agrees well with the
independent experimental result of 1.4 kb/min (measured
at 23�C) (31). Our estimated fork velocity is also in agree-
ment with the modal fork velocity from Raghuraman
et al. (2001) of between 1.5 and 2.0 kb/min (at 23�C) and
from Yabuki et al. (2002) of 2.8±1kb/min (at 30�C).
Furthermore, model estimates of the time to complete
chromosome replication are consistent with experimental
measurements (Supplementary Figure S9).
The predicted competence of each origin (see above)

was compared to data from plasmid loss rate experiments
(Supplementary Figure S10). In almost every case the
estimated value was lower than that experimentally
measured and this was most pronounced for the
telomere proximal origins (e.g. ARS609). It seems that
plasmid-based measurements of origin activity may over-
estimate the competence of an origin at its native chromo-
somal locus (this may particularly be the case for
telomere proximal origins where the circular plasmid
fails to mimic the chromosome end). Alternatively our
model and/or parameter estimation may underestimate
values for origin competence. However, since it is not
clear that direct measurements of origin competence are
possible we sought alternate methods for model
validation.

Validating model predictions

We investigated the ability of our model to predict meas-
urable system outputs. Based upon the parameters
estimated from the Alvino et al. data, we made a
number of predictions about the replication of chromo-
some VI. One output that has been independently
determined experimentally is the percentage of cells in
which a replication origin is active (origin efficiency).
Two studies have determined origin efficiency, using dif-
ferent experimental approaches, for eight of the origins on
chromosome VI (31,33). The approaches used are technic-
ally challenging and the errors in the reported values are
likely to be high [estimated at ±10% from comparison of
ARS603 and ARS607 efficiencies reported by (31,37)];
which might explain the differences in values obtained
for some origins between the two studies. Nevertheless,
these experimental values provide an independent
dataset to test the validity of our model and the estimated
parameters.
Figure 6A shows experimentally determined origin

efficiencies (31) and our model-predicted efficiencies (the
mean value from 614 high scoring parameter estimation
runs; Supplementary Table S2). For seven out of eight
origins (ARS601/2, ARS603, ARS603.5, ARS605,
ARS606, ARS607 and ARS608) the model-predicted
efficiencies are similar to the experimentally determined
values (difference <10%; Figure 6A and Supplementary
Figures S11 and S12). For ARS609 the difference between
the model prediction and experimentally determined effi-
ciency is 20%. This origin (ARS609) lies close to the end
of the chromosome and therefore there is only limited
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microarray data available, potentially reducing the reli-
ability of our parameter estimations. Nevertheless, our
model-estimated parameters can quantitatively recapitu-
late the majority of experimentally observed differences
in origin efficiency.
Finally, we made a number of further predictions about

the replication of chromosome VI. These include the dis-
tribution of replication termination sites, the number of
origins that are active on each chromosome within the
population, the distribution of distances between active
origins and the time taken to complete chromosome rep-
lication (Figure 6 and Supplementary Figure S13). We
selected these outputs due to their biological relevance
and the likelihood that they can be experimentally tested
in the future, for example using single molecule techniques
over a time course. Early single molecule (electron micros-
copy) studies on S. cerevisiae chromosome replication
estimated the mean distance between active replication
origins at 36 kb (38), in remarkable agreement with our
model predictions (Figure 6D). These independent experi-
mental validations of our model demonstrate its predictive
power.

DISCUSSION

In this study we present a quantitative predictive stochas-
tic model for eukaryotic chromosome replication. This
model has allowed us to: (i) illustrate how different
origin parameters contribute to differential origin effi-
ciency (Supplementary Data 1); (ii) highlight the complex-
ity in interpreting genome-wide chromosome replication
data, specifically the issue of identifiability (Figure 3);
(iii) use parameter estimation to determine the values of
chromosome replication parameters (Supplementary
Table S1); and (iv) demonstrate that differential origin
efficiency can result from stochastic origin activation
(rather than reduced origin competence) thereby leaving
dormant origins with the ability to ‘rescue’ chromosome
replication in the event of replicative stress. Finally,
estimated parameters enable the prediction of origin
efficiencies that are in close agreement with independent
experimental data, allowing us to validate our model
(Figure 6A).

We have focussed our work on S. cerevisiae chromo-
some VI. This is one of the smallest yeast chromosomes
and the replication origins have been extensively
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characterized. Preliminary analysis of other well-
characterized chromosomes (II, III and X) gave compar-
able results (not shown). Despite the wealth of studies
describing S. cerevisiae chromosome replication
dynamics (15,16,35,36) the density of data points relative
to origin density is occasionally low; for example there are
only four data points between ARS604 and ARS605 and
just one between ARS603.5 and ARS604 (36). The limited
microarray data in this region could potentially reduce the
reliability of our estimated parameters for these origins.
Additional challenges are posed by the scarcity of data
points towards chromosome ends. Perhaps the greatest
challenge to modelling chromosome replication is in
understanding cell-to-cell differences. Here we estimate
how chromosome VI origins may differ in their activation
time within a population. Single molecule (39) or single
cell approaches (40) will be required to validate these pre-
dictions and will need to be able to distinguish between
cell-cycle synchrony and origin activation synchrony.

Determining the molecular mechanisms that underlie
differences in origin efficiency and time of activation is
crucial for our understanding of chromosome replication.
As a first step to investigating these mechanisms it is es-
sential to correctly interpret current experimental data.
Here we show that differences in both origin competence
and origin activation time can contribute to differences in
observed mean Trep. Therefore it is not reliable to consider
the Trep of an origin sequence as a measure of origin ac-
tivation time. This observation is crucial for correct deter-
mination of the factors influencing differences in origin
efficiency, particularly when interpreting data from
mutants that change the behaviour of replication origins
(41–43).
The role of multiple origin parameters in determining

origin usage highlights the importance of including all
such parameters when modelling DNA replication. This
study is the first to include the concept of origin compe-
tence in a model. Describing each origin with both a
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competence and an activation time captures the essential
biology of the system; that is a licensing stage (low CDK)
and an activation stage (high CDK), which are mutually
exclusive. Previous models of chromosome replication
have either not considered origin competence (19,23) or
have defined replication origins as licensed sites thereby
avoiding the requirement for this parameter (20,22).
Factors influencing the competence of an origin may
include the affinity of the sequence for ORC (28) and
other pre-RC components, the local chromatin structure
(11) and the transcriptional environment (27). Recent ex-
perimental datasets are starting to define the location of
replication origins in other eukaryotes; modelling of rep-
lication in these systems, based upon newly located repli-
cation origins, will benefit from consideration of origin
competence.
A further distinction between this study and previous

models is the way we have considered replication ori-
gin activation time. We have defined each origin to have
a mean activation time, but each origin activates
stochastically within a window around this mean time.
Several previous models have considered origins to have
a certain propensity to activate within a small time
window (18,20,23,44). In these models origin activation
is stochastic, however within the population those
origins with a high activation propensity are likely to ac-
tivate earlier than origins with a lower activation pro-
pensity; thus recreating (within a population) the
observed ordered firing of replication origins (44). To re-
produce experimental observations and overcome
the random completion problem it is necessary for origin
activation propensity to increase during S phase, and
several biological explanations for this have been
proposed and modelled (22,23). In our model,
chromosome replication is predicted to be complete by
70min (in >99% of molecules; Supplementary Figure
S13D), which is significantly earlier than cell division.
It is important to note that ‘origin activation propensity’
and ‘origin competence’ describe completely different
origin properties. Origin competence is determined
by the proficiency of pre-RC assembly, whereas origin
activation propensity is determined by the proficiency
of origin activation. Modelling of the molecular
steps that determine these origin parameters will re-
quire more complex models and additional biochemical
data.
Defining chromosome replication in generic terms, with

encoding of the relevant dynamical features of each origin
into distinct origin parameters, has allowed us to design a
model that can be applied to a range of experimental
systems from archaea to metazoans. In the future, we an-
ticipate that the modelling of these varied systems will help
elucidate the common mechanisms of replication origin
regulation and genome replication.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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